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About Kabri

Kabri international trading is a company established in the United 
Arab Emirates as part of Kabri International Group, the aim and tar-
get of the company is to supply the local market with multiple unique 
products from all over the world. During the past years, Kabri Interna-
tional trading have established many relationships with international 
companies from Germany, Turkey, Italy, USA, South Korea and China.

Kabri international trading have a qualified sales staff, supported by Kabri 
group in order to maintain the highest level of customer satisfaction, and 
after sales service.

Kabri International trading is a company registered and approved with 
many local clients in the U.A.E; in both government and private sectors; 
and has successfully completed many projects by suppling different type of 
products from international partnership.

All Kabri International hygienic Products imported from Europe from 
CWS- BOCO based in Germany , all products are locally approved by 
related Authorities , Kabri staff aware about all products features , speci-
fications and trained in CWS-BOCO head office to supply and install all 
products in local market , Kabri staff qualified to visit, propose and install 
all CWS- Paradise line products as per manufacturer recommendations. 

Meet Our Team

Kabri international trading have a qualified sales staff, supported by Kabri group in order to 

maintain the highest level of customer satisfaction, and after sales service.

Kabri International Trading
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Welcome to Paradise Line Products

What we offer

We in Kabri International provide 
wide range of toilets hygienic prod-
ucts which covers all commercial , 
industrial and residentials sectors, 
all products imported from CWS-
BOCO from Germany  all products 
It is produced by CWS -BOCO who 
have more than 50 years in the wash-
room hygiene industry and an estab-

lished product in European hotels, 
restaurants, airports, and corporate 
facilities. All products been in use 
for over 10 years in Europe, and has 
an installed customer base of more 
than 100,000 locations. The CWS 
Clean Seat is designed primarily for 
commercial restrooms.
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World’s most advanced Self-Cleaning Toilet Seat 
a revolutionary product for toilets

Product Overview

CWS clean seat toilet is a device that clean the toilet automatically after 
each use with a simple hand motion

CWS clean seat toilet is a device that cleans the toilet seat automatically after 

each use with the simple motion of a hand, the CWS Clean seat automatically hy-

gienically cleans and dries in only 15 seconds. It is entirely Non-Touch. The CWS 

Clean seat fills the need for a simple, effective, economical solution that will pro-

vide you and your customers with a value added service and increased peace of mind

Do you want your customers and guests to feel at ease in your washroom too? Self-

Cleaning toilet is disinfect and clean the toilet seat – dirt and germs are simply wiped 

away. Cleaning of the toilet seat after every use reinforces the users’ sense of person-

al hygiene. This has a positive effect on your guests’ well-being and boosts your image.

The CWS Clean Seat is manufactured in Switzerland by CWS and holds world-
wide patents. It is produced by a company with 50 years in the washroom hy-
giene industry and an established product in European hotels, restaurants, air-
ports, and corporate facilities. The CWS Clean seat has been in use for over 
10 years in Europe, and has an installed customer base of more than 100,000 lo-
cations. The CWS Clean Seat is designed primarily for commercial restrooms.

In the 21st Century your washrooms can be completely non-touch, thereby, im-
proving the hygiene of your establishment. This fully automatic self-clean-
ing toilet seat is attracting a lot of attention and what makes it particularly in-
teresting is that it can be easily installed for different types of  toilet bowls.
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1- Paradise Cleaning Seat Power: with a 230V/50Hz and water supply point.

2- Paradise Clean Seat Universal: battery operated.

Self Cleaning toilet  is available in two models, Power and Universal; both mod-

els is Non-touchable devices;  the dispenser is completely contact-free, The seat is 

equipped with a cleaning and disinfection cartridge for up to 5,000 cleaning cycles.

Product Models

Types of Models

1. Toilet seat is automatically cleaned after each use

2. Cleaning process ends after approx 18s

3. Environmentally friendly cleaning agent, completely biodegradable

4. No waste such as paper and plastic (from toilet seat cover etc)

5. No change to user habits

6. Option of manual activation of cleaning before use

7. Display indicates the system status

8. Power version for the toughest demands and high user frequencies

9. Universal version for universal use with normal user frequencies

Product Features



Product Features

1. Manual Cleaning of toilet seat

2. Quick drying, anti bacterial cleaning agent

3. Complies with criteria EN 1276 (Bacteria effect) and EN 13694 (Bactericidal and yeasticidal effect)

4. Liquid is certified in accordance with VAH/DGHM

5. Kind to the skin and pleasant aroma

6. Easy to use, drip free dispensing

7. 300ml approximately 1,500 spray portion

8. Easy of exchange of plastic bag with cleaning fluid

9. Housing made of impact resistant plastic

10. Lock for prevention
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Toilet Seat Cleaner

Paradise Seat cleaner toilet seat cleaner dispenser for toilet seat disinfection. Drip-free pump system 

for use of cleaning liquids in 300 ml plastic pouches with patented “Clean-Click” lock. Dosing pump 

outputs approx. 1,500 portions as spray. Housing made of impact-proof, anti-static plastic, with 

lock. Rounded edges ensure no risk of injury. The white push button can be customized with panels 

in a variety of colors. Comes complete with fastening materials, delivery and installation. The CWS 

seat has  cleaner been in use for over 10 years in Europe, and has an installed customer base of more 

than 100,000 locations. The CWS products  Seat is designed primarily for commercial restrooms.
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Product Features

Breathe some fresh air into your buildings with a room fragrance and create a pleas-
ant ambience: in offices and public buildings, in restaurants, bars and business-
es or in the spa sector. Room fragrances from CWS literally neutralize unpleasant odors.

1. Fragrance dispenser is battery operated.

2. Two chamber system for long lasting fragrance and use difference type of fragrances 9 special 

flavors.

3. Service light on outside indicates need to replace cartridge or batteries.

4. Fragrance cartridge can be changed simple and rapidly.

5. No change to user habits.

6. Option of manual activation of cleaning before use.

7. User friendly interface for selecting the fragrance and setting intensity.

8. Lock for prevention.

9. One cartridge approximately enough for 3 month usage (12h operation, 7 days a week, level 3).
Arctic White

(0160408000) (161048022) (16108021) (161048060) (16108045) (161048044) (161048040)

Royal Red Black Pearl Silversense Forest Green Navy Blue Posh Purple

Fragrance Dispenser
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Fragrance Smells
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Foam and Cream Dispensers

Product Overview

Kabri trading provide wide range of soap and cream dispensers , all dispensers is  manufactured by 

CWS and holds worldwide patents. It is produced by a company with 50 years in the washroom hygiene 

industry and an established product in European hotels, restaurants, airports, and corporate facilities.  

Which soap is the right one? Cream soap? Foam soap? Or a good old bar of soap? 

This is a question that operators of public washrooms need to consider as early as the planning or reno-

vation stage, as there are different dispensers available for the different types of soap. But design isn’t 

the only important factor when it comes to choosing a soap:  the users’ desire for hygienic hands and a 

hygienic washroom should also be taken into account, as should ecological and environmental aspects.

Paradise Foam and cream dispensers  “Easy cleaning” and “Click-in-Bottle” systems guarantee rapid 

and clean replacement of the cartridges. No dripping thanks to recirculation pump. Foam genera-

tor with integrated reserve tank (approx. 160 portions) generates approx. 1,250 portions of foam soap. 

Upside-down cartridge ensures product is completely consumed. Simple single-handed operation. 

Housing made of impact-proof, anti-static plastic, with lock. Rounded edges ensure no risk of injury. The white 

front can be customized with panels in a variety of colors. Comes complete with fastening materials, delivery 

and installation



Mechanical Foam Soap 
Dispenser 500ml

Mechanical Foam Soap 
Dispenser 1000ml

Mechanical Foam Soap Dispenser 500ml Mechanical Foam Soap Dispenser 1000ml

Paradise Foam Non-Touch Paradise Foam Universal Paradise Foam Slim Paradise Cream Slim Paradise Cream Universal

Sensor controlled foam soap 
dispenser, 500ml

1918 

Foam Soap Dispensers
Product Models

Cream Soap Dispensers
Product Models
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Product Features - Foam Soap Dispensers

1. Mechanical Ergonomic one-handed operation using the lever (slim and universal)

2. Non-touch dispensing including auto-stop system: Immediate stoppage of dispensing when the hand is 

removed. 

3. 500ml approximately 1,250 portions, 1000ml capacity of approx 2,500 portions.

4. Approximately 50% less consumption thanks to foaming soap concentrate.

5. Drip-Free dispenser, no sticking of pump, air-tight long term protection.

6. Housing made of impact - resistant plastic.

7. Lock Protection

Product Features - Cream Soap Dispensers

1. Mechanical Ergonomic one-handed operation using the lever (slim and universal)

2. Reserve tank approximately 160 portions.

3. Simple exchange of cream soap bottle with “Click-in-bottle” system.

4. 500ml approximately 800 portions, 1000ml capacity of approx 1,600 portions.

5. Housing made of impact-resistant plastic.

6. Lock Protection
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Hand Dryers

The CWS Hand dryers manufactures in Germany by CWS and holds worldwide patents.  From 

long-lasting cotton hand towels to folded paper towels, CWS has the perfect towel dispenser for 

every requirement. Choose the contact-free version for particularly hygienic requirements or 

dispensers with manual pulling systems. All our towel dispensers are particularly quiet. 

The disposable paper towels and single-use cotton hand towels dry hands in next to no 

time. For the great feeling of clean, cared-for hands. Paradise Line cotton towel dis-

pensers have been awarded the Blue Angel eco-label. They save resources and avoid 

waste. This ensures the washroom is always well maintained, clean and sustainable.

Product Overview

We provide different type of hand dryers products with highest level of technology which is 

developed in Germany over 5o years, the client can choose from wide range of selections to match 

their requirements, hand dryer dispensers is available in different types and colors , our products 

includes ;Cotton towel dispensers, Folded paper dispensers ,paper roll dispensers and IQ dispensers. 

All Products have the below specifications; Available in six standard colors, with customization options , Percly 

suitable for medical facilities, care homes and the food preparation industry , Suitable for conventionally available 

paper towels 
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a) Paradise Dry Slim: Mechanical Cotton Towel Dispenser

b)  Paradise Non-Touch Dispenser: Sensor Controller Dispenser

At CWS we offer functional dispensers which covers all clients requirements, what ever 

commercial , industrial or residential usage , all models considered as high quality and 

very durable products which installed in more than 100,00 location in Europe,  below 

all products models

Product Models

1- Cotton Towel Dispensers

1. Approximately 110 tower portions.

2. Ideal hygiene thanks to separation of fresh and used towel portion (2 chamber system)

3. Used portion an end of used towel automatically retracted

4. Easy Replacement of the cotton rolls

5. Pre-set towel portions

6. Housing made of impact resistant plastic

7. Lock to prevent theft

8. Product awarded blue angle hygiene certificate

Product Features

Hand Dryers
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2- Roll Paper Dispensers

1. Approximately 400 tower portions.

2. Easy withdrawal of desired portion of paper towel

3. Mechanical Non-Touch system (only your own paper is touched)

4. Filling level indication

5. Quick and easy refilling of paper rolls (Easy loading system)

6. Automatic cutting mechanism for 25cm portion

7. Turning wheel (emergency wheel) for paper dispensing

8. No power outlet or batteries needed

9. Housing made of impact resistant plastic

Product Features

Product Models

Hand Dryers
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3- Folded Paper Dispensers

1. Up to approximately 300 paper towels

2. Easy withdrawal of desired portion of paper towel

3. Mechanical Non-Touch system (only your own paper is touched)

4. Suitable for use in kitchens, laboratories, etc

5. Quick and easy refilling of paper rolls (Easy loading system)

6. Window to display filling level

7. Turning wheel (emergency wheel) for paper dispensing

8. No power outlet or batteries needed

9. Housing made of impact resistant plastic

Product Features

Product Models

Hand Dryers
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Toilet Paper Dispensers

Whether heavily frequented or occasionally used, CWS has the right toilet paper dispenser for every 

type of washroom. All spenders are lockable and thus protected against theft. Each of the four versions 

blends appealingly into any washroom and is optimally adapted to its field of use at the same time. The 

CWS Clean products  has been in use for over 10 years in Europe, and has an installed customer base of 

more than 100,000 locations. The CWS Clean Seat is designed primarily for commercial restrooms.

Product Models

Paradise Toilet Paper Paradise Toilet Paper

6
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Toilet Paper Dispensers Toilet Paper Dispensers

Paradise Toilet Paper Paradise Toilet Paper

1. Two toilet rolls in one dispenser.

2. Continuous availability thanks to reserve roll.

3. Reserve roll is not released until first roll used up.

4. Integrates brake mechanism prevents endless unrolling.

5. Housing made of impact resistant unrolling.

6. Housing made of impact resistant plastic. 

7. Lock for prevention.

Product Features

1. Ideal for use in washrooms with a high frequencey of users.

2. Economical and complete us of the large roll, reliable supply of toilet paper thanks to reserve roll holder. 

3. Noticeably less maintenance time and cost.

4. The blunt serrated edge separates the sheet smoothly and cleanly.

5. Window to monitor filling level.

6. Housing made of impact resistant plastic. 

7. Lock for prevention.

Product Features
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Paper Bin Non-Touch

The CWS paper bin and  Lady-Care Box Non Touch is a solution for disposal of feminine hygiene products. It 

consists of a plastic container. A sensor in the holder automatically triggers the opening and closing of the CWS 

Lady-Care Box. A screen in the lid prevents unpleasant insight into the used box. The wall mount with notch 

lock ensures a stable and ground-free attachment to the wall. A signal lamp on the holder indicates the correct 

function. The CWS paper bin and lady box  has been in use for over 10 years in Europe, and has an installed cus-

tomer base of more than 100,000 locations. The CWS products is designed primarily for commercial restrooms.

Product Features
1. Paradise Lady-Care Hygiene box, approx 12L

2. Floor Standing or Wall Mounted

3. Non-Touch version

4. Comes with LED display (red/green)

5. Motor-operated lid opening (3 Seconds) and automatic closing (with NT version)

6. Power supply for NT: 4xLR 14 batteries

7. Sensor Range 1-7cm with < 0.5 second reaction time.
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Products

Description Cotton towel dispenser | approx. 110 towel portions | ideal 
hygiene thanks to separation of fresh and used towel portions 
(2-chamber system) | used portion and end of towel are automati-
cally retracted | easy replacement of the cotton towel rolls (“Easy-
Loading” system) | pre-set towel portions | housing made of impact-
resistant plastic | lock to prevent theft | awarded the Blue Angel 
and Hygiene Certifi cate*
Non-Touch dispenser version: non-touch and individual dispensing

Cotton towel dispenser | up to approx. 220 towel portions | mecha-
nical dispenser with spare roll function | automatic activation of the 
spare dispenser once the fi rst roll has been used up | the second 
dispenser remains ready for use while the cotton towel roll is being 
exchanged | ideal hygiene thanks to separation of fresh and used 
towel portions (2-chamber system) | used portion and end of towel 
are automatically retracted | housing made of impact-resistant 
plastic | lock to prevent theft | awarded the Blue Angel and 
Hygiene Certifi cate*
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CWS ParadiseLine. Overview.

Ideal hygiene is our top priority. CWS o�ers you a complete family of dispensers to create a washroom with a harmonious and 
clean design as your company’s business card. CWS as the trademark for hygiene, design, innovation and quality in association 
with sustainable thinking and actions. Your partner for complete washroom solutions. The CWS Paradise towel, soap and 
fragrance dispensers have front panels available in various colours and �nishes. This gives you the possibility to create the 
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* Blue Angel: Applies to the subsidiaries CWS-boco Deutschland GmbH, CWS-boco BeLux N.V., CWS Nederland B.V. , CWS-boco Suisse SA, CWS-boco Italia S.p.A., CWS-boco Ireland Ltd.
 Hygiene Certifi cate: Applies to the subsidiaries CWS-boco Deutschland GmbH, CWS-boco BeLux N.V., CWS Nederland B.V. , CWS-boco Suisse SA
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MAIN OFFICE

Tecom - Shafar Tower 1, Offices #2308

Dubai, UAE

PHONE: +97144564442 MOB: +971553287506 EMAIL: hamzeh@kabrillc.com WEBSITE: www.kabritrading.com


